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Introduction Experiment 1
General Methods & Stimuli
Stimuli: 
! Gray-scale photographs of man-made objects (HEMERA Photo 
Objects Vol. 1-2). 
! Prime and target object are typically associated with either similar 
(congruent) or dissimilar (incongruent) actions.
! 72 stimulus pairs
! Stimulus pairs in both conditions (incong./cong.) were equated for:
1 baseline accuracy (pretest, prime obj. replaced by animals )
1 visual similarity (ratings)
1 semantic similarity (ratings)
1 word frequency [5]
1 word length




> The congruency effect relies on actions that need to be determined 
(parametrized) relatively closely by visual features.
Exp.3: 
j Action priming effect is absent if the prime is presented as a word. 
> Semantic representations are not sufficient to generate action 
priming effects.
Purpose: 
D Does action knowledge contribute to object recognition? We applied 
an action priming paradigm to address this question.
Purpose: 
D Which processes are involved in generating action priming effects?
D Must the action be precisely parametrized by visual properties of 
the object to elicit action congruency effects? 
Method: 



















> Action priming effect on naming accuracy indicates an involvement 
of action knowledge in object recognition.
> Action knowledge contributes to object recognition (Exp1a&b).
> Relatively precisely parametrization of an action by visual features 
is necessary to generate action priming effects (Exp2).
> Semantic knowledge alone is not sufficient to generate action 
priming effects (Exp3).
Method: 

























Brain areas involved in action representation (premotor cortex, 
posterior parietal cortex) are activated when subjects name pictures 
of artifactual manipulable objects, like tools [1],[2]. 
Moreover, psychophysical evidence indicates that manipulable 
objects automatically potentiate possible actions [3],[4].
These observations lead to the view that action knowledge is intrinsic 
to the representation of manipulable objects and, thus, is  likely to 
contribute to object recognition.
We apply an action priming paradigm to explore the hypothesis that 
the action typically associated with an object facilitates its 
recognition.
  
Exp1b:  prime 
familiarized (to reduce number of 

























Exp2: inverted prime - not sign.
 



















































→ motor interactions for prime and target less similar. 







determined individually in a prior 
adjustment phase such that 
accuracy was at about 80%
Target
fix until keypress
+
167 ms
700 ms
42 ms
ISI 70 ms
x ms
1000 ms
Prime Mask
Mask
